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Session 6: MoleMash, part 2 
 

Adding Levels to MoleMash 
 

Compare the project found at MoleMash.aia to the project found at 
MoleMashLevels.aia 
 
The MoleMash.aia project is the final product of the original Mole Mash 
tutorial. 
 
In the MoleMashLevels.aia project, the goal is to add the concept of levels to 
the game. 
Levels are progressively harder settings for the game that occur (usually) as a 
player reaches a higher score. 
 
To implement levels, two new labels have been added to the designer view. 
One, “SpacerLabel”, simply acts as a spacer, and another, “LevelLabel”, 
informs the game player of the level they have reached. 

 
Switch to the blocks view, though, and you’ll see that there’s more that is new. The main section of new blocks 
can be seen in the image below. Additionally, the procedure that sets the difficulty, “SetDifficulty”, is called from 
the “when ResetButton.Click” and from the “when Mole.Touch” events. 
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The SetDifficulty procedure is the heart of the new code. It sets the difficulty of the game by doing three things. 
First, in a complicated-looking “If” block, it sets the variables timerDelay and level, then it uses the values of 
those variables to change the game. 
 
How does the big, complicated-looking “If” block work? First, it checks the value of the score variable, to see if 
it’s less than 5. If so, it sets the timerDelay to 700 and level to 1, and DOES NOT do anything else in the gold 
block, but goes on to set the MoleTimer.TimerInvterval and call UpdateLevel. 
 
However, if the score is greater than 5, the first “else if” condition checks to see if the score is greater than or 
equal to 5 and less than 10. If so, timerDelay is set to 600 and level is set to 2. Again, if this condition is met, 
nothing else in the gold block is evaluated, and the TimerInterval is set and the UpdateLevel procedure called. 
 
YOUR TURN TO ANSWER: 

1) What conditions must be met to set the game to level 3, with a timerDelay of 500 milliseconds (½ 
second)? 

2) What happens if the score is greater than 15? 
 
NOW YOU CODE, Challenge 1 - Add at least one more level 
Your first coding challenge will be to add another level, level 5 to the game. The logic behind this is not hard to 
match the pattern set so far you’ll probably want level 5 to start when players reach a score of 20, in other 
words, level 4 should last from a score of greater than or equal to 15 to a score of 19, and level 5 should start 
after that. 
 
The trick here is that in App Inventor, the if else block can change shape. Add another “else if, then” section to 
the big complicated-looking block by clicking on the blue square with a circle in it in the top-left of the block, and 
then dragging an “else if” block to the stack, placing it just above the “else” block. 
 
From there, follow the pattern that has been established to put the logic mentioned above into blocks and ramp 
up the difficulty for level 5. 
 
NOW YOU CODE, Challenge 2 - Change Background Color for Each Level 
In some computer games, besides actually getting harder, other parts of the game change when a player 
increases their level. You should program your game so that the background color of the canvas, where the mole 
appears, changes with each level. 
The property you’ll want to change is the MyCanvas.BackgroundColor, the blocks for which can be found in the 
MyCanvas drawer on the left hand side of the blocks screen. 
 

 
 
NOW YOU CODE, Advanced Challenge 
This challenge is left intentionally vague. You should find some other way to change the game as levels change. 
You may need to introduce a new variable, new procedures, or not. Somehow, though, you should make the 
game harder, easier, or just different, as the players progress through your game. Have Fun!!! 


